Zon.E
AC SIDE
Rated voltage
Frequency
Rated power
EPS
Function
Max power
Peak power (10 sec.)
BATTERY
Type
Usable energy
EFFICIENCY
MPPT max efficiency
Euro efficiency
Max conversion efficiency
Max battery recharge efficiency
Max battery discharge efficiency
INTERFACES, INDICATORS, CONTROLS
Web App
Domotics interface
Visualisation of the batteries’ state of charge
Communication ports
ENVIRONMENT
IP grade
Type of ventilation
Operating temperature
CERTIFICATIONS
Applyed standards
CE marking
DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT
WxHxD (mm)
kg
Installation
WARRANTY (o)
On the system, battery included
Key:
(o) ask for warranty extension

2K

3K

5K

230 Vac
50/60 Hz
2,500 W

230 Vac
50/60 Hz
3,600 W

230 Vac
50/60 Hz
4,600 W

Backup
2,500 W
3,000 W

Backup
3,600 W
4,320 W

Backup
4,600 W
5,520 W

LiFePO4
From 2 to 8 Kwh - modular

LiFePO4
From 2 to 8 Kwh - modular

LiFePO4
From 2 to 8 Kwh - modular

> 99%
97.00%
97.60%
94.00%
94.00%

> 99%
97.00%
97.60%
94.00%
94.00%

> 99%
97.00%
97.60%
94.00%
94.00%

Yes
EnOcean
LED
WiFi - GSM - Ethernet

Yes
EnOcean
LED
WiFi - GSM - Ethernet

Yes
EnOcean
LED
WiFi - GSM - Ethernet

IP 20
Fanless
0°C +45°C

IP 20
Fanless
0°C +45°C

IP 20
Fanless
0°C +45°C

VDE 0126 / VDE 4105 / CEI 0-21 / Other grid codes under test
Yes
Yes

Yes

582x525x1015
From 80 to 200
On the floor

582x525x1015
From 80 to 200
On the floor

582x525x1015
From 80 to 200
On the floor

7 years

7 years

7 years

Zon.E is a storage system working on the AC side both with and without a PV plant.
Zon.E is the retrofit solution allowing the already-installed PV plants to store electric power in
lithium-ion batteries.
Zon.E adds the power of the PV inverter to the power of the storage system to prevent the grid’s
cut out due to over-voltage (peak-shaving).
Zon.E allows monitoring the home grid, including the PV inverter, through its app thanks to the
presence of sensors.
Zon.E is an intelligent, compact, and silent energy manager.
Zon.E can optimise the energy stocks based on the historical consumption data and on weather forecasts.
Zon.E can still feed the households in case of a blackout thanks to the
Off-Grid output.
Zon.E is flexible: it allows creating the best plant configuration based
on the consumption data and on the PV production capacity.
Zon.E is modular and expandable.
Zon.E is available in two unique and elegant styles.
Zon.E is Italian.
www.atonstorage.com

Zon.E’s smart and flexible solutions are at the service of a user
who is oriented towards a full-electric lifestyle; who is increasingly
connected and free to choose; who is ready to seize the
opportunities offered by home automation; who is extremely
demanding when it comes to the hi-tech products’ reliability
and quality in daily life. Zon.E’s compact design encloses all
of Aton’s expertise and experience in the fields of domestic
storage, automation, IoT, and data analysis.
Zon.E detects and transmits all the data to the cloud for
the remote monitoring and assistance. This also enables the
user to check his plant’s performances and to set it according
to his own needs. The use of Wi-Fi, Ethernet or GSM provides
for a constant connection.

SERVICES

Teleassistance

Plastic
Plastic

CHARACTERISTICS

Courses

Upgrades

CREAM Z.
Black

7-years guarantee

Long-life
Integrated
batteries Modularity system

METAL Z.
Black

Simple
installation

User-friendly

Made in Italy

GREY Z.
Black

Aton Storage
App

Minimum Exchange
The PV power primarily feeds households. Any excess charges the battery. The stored
energy supplies power to households during the hours of lower or absent production
and in case of absorption peaks. Feed-ins and off-takes from the grid are minimised.
Planned Use
The stored energy is used during the hours programmed by the user (time shifting),
while in the remaining hours, the battery is only recharged, also by integrating from
the grid (optional) when consumption is low. This function allows concentrating the
use of self-produced energy during the hours of higher consumption, and facing any
planned supply discontinuity of the grid.
Predict and Protect
Energy is preserved in the battery, by optionally integrating from the grid, to be used
when the system expects both consumption and absorption excesses compared
to the production (energy-shaving, peak-shaving). This function uses forecasting
models based on weather and consumption data.
Buying and Selling
The battery is completely charged from the grid during programmed hours and is
then discharged (optional) both by feeding into the grid or by supplying power to
households. This function is particularly useful in periods of absence from home and
allows taking advantage of the energy-price differences in the various time slots.
EPS Mode
In case of a grid’s disservice, households are fed by rapidly activating
the Off-Grid output.
BLACK Z.
Black

RED Z.
Black

GREEN Z.
Black

BLUE Z.
Black

Plastic
Plastic

